Figure 2
Whit Beck Diversion Proposal
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- Replacement gate
- Watering hole (spring)
- Farm Vehicle Access Bridge
- Ford
- New Gate
- Shrub and Tree Planting
- Stock Watering Bridge
- Water Gate
- Water Hole
- <all other values>
- Old Channel to be filled in with excavated channel material
- New Embankment (4m wide / 0.6m high) Not Fenced
- New Double Fence Including Hedge
- Section of failed embankment to be removed
- Complete missing section of embankment
- River Cocker flood embankment
- New Embankment (4m wide / 0.6m high) Fence on top
- New Fencing
- New River Channel (Approximate)
- Temporary Channel and Embankment Removal
- Gravel deposition area of excavated channel material

Note:
The features displayed on this map are for information purposes only. The location of the proposed river channel and other physical features is likely to change during the detailed design phase of this project.